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College announces new Commission on
Email Communication

By SRAVANTI TEKUMALLA ’16
Chief Email Snob

The carbon footprint of sending an email is 0.3 grams
of carbon dioxide, the equivalent of driving three feet.
Following Sustainability IdeaFest, an event which
encouraged the Wellesley community to think outside the
box to improve sustainability practices on campus, the
College has resolved to reduce energy use by approaching
the most common form of communication among
students, faculty and staff: email.
The newly founded Commission on Email
Communication will be headed by President Kim
Bottomly and several members of Library & Technology
Services. In addition, faculty and students will be included
in the new commission.
Wellesley College students receive dozens of emails
every day. Such emails range from topics like, “Lost
chocolate bar that I was going to eat after my midterm” to
“Submit to [insert publication here]!”
“I personally think I receive too many emails each day.
Honestly, most of the time, I don’t even read them — they
go straight from my inbox to the trash,” Anna Anderson
’16 said.
Other students do not view the number of emails
received each day as an annoyance.
“Honestly, it’s just one more email and it’s not a big
deal. I also appreciate learning about all the events going
on around campus,” Olivia O’Leary ’17 said.
The commission will be tasked with seeing why so
many seemingly unnecessary emails are sent each day.
“Should we provide labels so that students don’t lose
their things so often? How do we get rid of those cab
sharing emails? How do we get people to write shorter
emails, or no emails at all? These are some of the questions
we’ll be investigating in the coming year,” Director of
Email Communication Ernest Hemingway said.
In addition to researching the source of high email
traffic, the commission also plans to educate the
community about the energy implications of sending a
large number of emails. Education efforts will include a
panel discussion about the negative impact of emails and
a roundtable discussion where students can meet those

COURTESY OF WELLESLEY PUBLIC AFFAIRS

Students review information online
who send out emails for organizations so as to be able to
put a face to a name.
“I think a roundtable discussion is a good idea. I know
I’m guilty of unleashing my personal grievances toward
those who send out ESA [Economic Student Association]
emails or those pesky ‘Write for The Wellesley News’
emails, but at the end of the day, they’re people too,”
Danielle Danner ’15 said.
Over the past semester, students have noted a decrease
in “reply all” emails, which are emails sent to all original
recipients of the email when in fact the reply was only
meant for the sender. Also on the decline is a decrease
in lost OneCard emails. One student attributes it to “that
email girl,” referring to an email sent last semester to
the class conferences about email etiquette. Tenets of
proper email communication, according to the document,

included only posting a “lost” email if it was absolutely
necessary, looking up students in the directory before
posting to the class conference about a lost OneCard and
utilizing the class Google groups to post course-related
questions.
When asked for comment, “that email girl” declined to
comment on the initiative for the new email commission
but said she hopes that it will build upon the principles
of her hashtag included in the email etiquette message,
“#CampaignForStreamlinedInboxes2014.”
The commission will act in conjunction with a
campus-wide effort to reduce spam, both physical and
digital, around campus. Although not fully formed, the
Commission on Email Communication asks students to
submit their inquiries about the commission via email at
nomoreemail@wellesley.edu.

Vladimir Putin lectures on manliness at Wellesley
By DANNI ONDRASKOVA
(ALIAS: DASHA PUTINA) ’18
News Editor

Russian President Vladimir Putin gave a lecture on
achieving the ideal state of manliness at Alumnae Hall
on the evening of Mar. 31. Hordes of Wellesley students
gazed agape at Putin while frantically scribbling on
legal pads, attempting to discover manliness in all its
dimensions and apply macho principles to the real world.
They were flanked by Wellesley faculty and staff who
hoisted convincing looks of indifference on their faces
while silently pining over their inability to meet Putin’s
high macho standards, which are universally regarded as
conducive to success.
Putin began by addressing the lack of manliness in the
Wellesley student body.
“Let’s get down to business. You’re the saddest bunch
I ever met, but you can bet that before we’re through, I’ll
make a man out of you,” Putin declared, randomly pointing
at a mousy-haired Wellesley first-year in the second row.
The Russian president next addressed the key question
of what constitutes manliness, gesturing to a PowerPoint
picture of Li Shang, the dashing general from the 1998
film Mulan.
“We must be swift as the coursing river, with all the force
of a great typhoon, with all the strength of a raging fire,

COURTESY OF HUFFINGTON POST

Putin displays manliness on horse

mysterious as the dark side of the moon!” Putin trumpeted.
“I swear I’ve heard those words somewhere before,” the
mousy-haired freshman whispered to her friend, cheeks
still aflame from her diagnosed lack of manliness. Her
companion, a senior, raised her eyebrows at her in disbelief
and scooted away from her.
Putin continued by tying Li Shang’s manly prowess to
the real world. After telling the audience the undeniable
fact that 96 percent of CEO positions in top companies are
held by men and showing the direct relationship between
macho level and career success, he made a confession.
“I didn’t become as manly as Li Shang overnight,” Putin
admitted to screams of shock from the audience, many of
whom were wearing Pouting for Putin shirts sold by the
Russian Department.
Putin withdrew the New York Times bestseller “48
Laws of Power” by Robert Greene from his briefcase,
brandishing the orange and blue volume in the faces of
an aghast audience. He summarized his meteoric rise to
the Russian presidency, starting with his appointment
to Prime Minister by Boris Yeltsin. Initially, only four
percent of Russians wanted to elect him president because
of his previous anonymity on the national stage. With the
aid of this Western book, Putin was able to become one of
the most popular leaders in Russian history and is likely to
be re-elected President in 2018.
“The 48 Laws of Power made me rise above the ashes
PUTIN MANLINESS, page 4
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College Government Statements of Intent

Editor’s Note: Content on pages 2, 3 and the Senate Report on page 4 are not part of our satirical April 1 edition.

College Government President
Charlotte Harris ’16

COURTESY OF CHARLOTTE HARRIS

Every Wellesley College student has
their own passions, identities and purpose
for being a member of this enriching and
challenging community. Over the last
three years, I have found my own passion
for College Government and I am now
running for College Government President

to advocate and support the passions of the
entire student body.
I have seen Senate evolve as working
groups formed, controversial topics were
discussed and action was taken. As the
chair of Senate, I would like to continue the
progress my predecessors have made, and
make Senate more accessible to everyone.
I will work with the Secretary-Treasurer
to communicate with the student body
and create agendas that address the critical
issues. If CG’s expectation is that students
will voice their concerns through Senate,
then the same expectation should be held
for CG to be present in as many areas of
the community as possible. As CGP, I
would take this responsibility seriously
and continue my efforts to be an active and
engaged member of our community.
As an athlete and Psychology major,
I have witnessed the power of wellness.
Physical health, mental health, body

image, self-worth, happiness and safety
are all aspects of wellness that are pivotal
to our success as not only a student, but
as a person who is preparing for life after
Wellesley. As CGP, I would like to use the
data and information that this past CGP
and CGPC have collected and move this
information forward with action. Students
want to see more education about mental
health, extended hours and cultural
competency training at the Stone Center.
As CGP, I would use College Government
President’s Council and Cabinet to plan
more educational series on mental health,
to create spaces for discussion and support,
and to team up with other organizations like
PERA/SAAC to create a stronger norm of
wellness and self care on this campus. To
me, the power of this institution comes from
the people here and if we as a community
do not make wellness a priority, then it is
impossible to expect we can produce and

perform to our highest potential. That is
why I am passionate about wellness and
will make it a top priority.
I am ready to transition to the role of
CGP after serving as CGVP this past year.
I have seen the strength in teamwork and
collaboration from Cabinet and other
student leaders, and want to apply these
skills as CGP. My experience on CG
has shown me what is feasible with this
role. As President, I will be the resource
and supporter to Cabinet to help them
accomplish their goals. I will lead Senate
to be an efficient and important space for
discussion, dialogue and debate. Above
all, I will serve and advocate for what
the student body needs. I look forward
to discussing my platform over the next
week. Choose me, Charlotte Harris, to be
your next College Government President.
Thank you.

action. Most importantly, I’ve gained a
deep familiarity with the generational
concerns that continue to trouble our
community—problems that have occupied
students’ consciousness from year to year.
Mental
health,
community
fragmentation, and socioeconomic status
are areas of concern for an overwhelming
number of students. Matters of this scope
cannot—nor should they—be addressed
for a single year. Rather, these verymuch-interrelated concerns continue to
call for the close attention and patience
of student leaders and CG alike. Although
I’m unbelievably proud of what we and
our Senators have accomplished this year,
I fundamentally believe that change comes
from generational persistence, the building
of inheritance, and—most importantly—
collective community investment.
This year’s work on mental health
cannot be the end of the conversation.
Our community needs initiatives that will
aid those seeking mental health support
in the greater Boston area, initiatives

that will address cultural sensitivity and
socioeconomic disparities, as well as
candid discussions surrounding center
hours and emergency response. We must
begin with a revival of Unity, a monthly
forum for administrators and student
leaders to come together in open dialogue,
mutual confidence, and purposeful
collaboration. Finally, CG must consider
expansive equity initiatives: increased
accessibility of course materials and
textbooks, tangible support for students
staying on campus over break, as well as
greater transparency and reform in campus
hiring practices.
Wellesley needs an experienced,
competent, and committed CGP to build
on the groundwork that has already been
laid and to continue to advocate for crucial
next steps. I come to you once more to ask
for your support, your enthusiasm, and
your faith in what this campus can and
must be. I would be honored to have your
vote for this journey.

worked closely with the DOOCA to ensure
that all funding benefits you. Through
managing one of Wellesley’s largest
organizational budgets, I’ve learned to
value mindfulness, organization, and
efficiency. I also prioritize communication
and transparency – whether it be with an
artist’s manager, production company, or
other student treasurers.
Without you, SBOG would not exist. We
are here to serve Wellesley, and we cannot
do that without your voices. The Board
represents only .68% of this campus; our
decisions alone cannot speak for 2,300

others. I want to engage Wellesley and
recognize all the untapped talent it has to
offer. This means polling before and after
events to account for student preferences.
This means forums for Fall Frenzy t-shirt
designs. This means office hours where
you hold me accountable for SBOG’s
work.
Wellesley: We weren’t chosen to speak
for you, we were chosen to listen. If
elected your next DOOCA, I’ll make sure
that’s exactly what we do.

event: before, during, and after.

highlight diversity at Wellesley. It is
important that cultural organizations know
they are valued by this campus and valued
by SBOG. As DOOCA, I will continue
to affirm and promote the value of these
groups within SBOG and on this campus
as a whole.

Adeline Lee ’16

COURTESY OF ADELINE LEE

I am running to be your College
Government President because Wellesley
means so much to me, and I want to
work towards realizing our community’s
potential for the next generation of
Wellesley students.
I have been actively and steadfastly
involved in CG for three years—as a
Senator, Chair of the Senate Policy and
Ethics Committee, and most recently
our CG Secretary-Treasurer. Each of

these three years has been marked by my
vision to bring CG closer to students—to
make the institution I so deeply believe
in patently aware of and present in
students’ lives. This vision has translated
into untold hours of surveying campus
attitudes, spearheading Town Halls on
socioeconomic status, and working with
administrators to ensure institutional
support for the work that our peers do for
this campus. As CG Secretary-Treasurer
and Chair of Communications and CG
Finances, I’ve reformed the way that Senate
minutes are taken and made accessible,
encouraged institutional memory through
partnerships with College Archives, built
a newly integrated CG website, and raised
funds for CG to continue to do work that
matters on campus.
These last three years have helped me
cultivate a profound knowledge of our
self-governance structure, our campus
pulse, and the fundamental value of not
only seeking out administrative dialogue
and negotiation but of sparking student

Director of On Campus Affairs (DOOCA)
Meredith Ausenbaugh ’16

COURTESY OF MEREDITH AUSENBAUGH

Two years ago I found my place at
Wellesley on the Schneider Board of
Governors (SBOG). Today, I am running
for Director of On-Campus Affairs
(DOOCA), the chair of the Board.
Since my second semester, I have spent
every Sunday night with SBOG planning
and executing Wellesley’s largest events
with one thing in mind: you. Charged by
our community to promote social life on
this campus, SBOG aims to give you the
moments that will shine brightest when
you look back on your Wellesley years.
As SBOG’s current treasurer, I have

Ali Robinson ’16
My name is Ali Robinson, and I am
running to be your Director of On-Campus
Affairs (DOOCA) for the 2015-2016
school year. I am running on a platform of
inclusivity.

COURTESY OF ALI ROBINSON

Include safety
As a member of SBOG, I have been a
part of a team that tries fervently to ensure
that all of our events are safe. However,
ensuring the safety of all students, at all
points of an event, is an impossible task
for SBOG alone. As DOOCA, I will have
more cooperation with groups concerned
with campus safety so that Wellesley
students are cared for at every stage of an

Include student voices
While we keep SBOG small to ensure
efficiency, feedback is key to continuously
improving our events. As DOOCA, I will
ensure that we are getting feedback so we
can better serve our community and also
make SBOG an approachable extension
of the administration, college government,
and student body.
Include diversity
Diversity is imperative for SBOG to be
an effective representation of Wellesley’s
interests. As DOOCA, I will aim to

Thank you for taking the time to read
this, to get to know me, and to learn
how I envision bringing inclusive fun to
Wellesley!
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COURTESY OF MAYANKA KUMAR

Student Bursar

COURTESY OF ISABELLE VAN DER WALLE
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Mayanka Kumar ’16
My name is Mayanka Kumar, and I am
running for Chief Justice. I served on Honor Code Council this past year as a 2016
representative, where I had the opportunity to participate in hearings and help with
various awareness initiatives. These experiences on the Council have solidified my
immense respect for the foundation and its
system of operation.
If elected, I will focus on several areas
of interest. First, I will work to make our
Honor Code system as transparent as possible to the Wellesley community. While
all Honor Code cases are strictly confiden-

tial, its process, sanctions, and appeal policies should not be. It is extremely important to have workshops for all students and
faculty members to ensure they understand
the procedural policies and the role of the
Honor Code Council as a resource.
I also aim to promote a system that is
efficient and useful, as the Honor Code is
most effective when students can identify
with it personally. I plan to meet with various organizations on campus to discuss
how the Honor Code directly relates to
their organization’s mission statement.

Finally, I plan on promoting the Honor
Code within different social environments
such as El Table and the Hoop. If students
can see the presence of the Honor Code in
settings where they are not typically conscious of our Code, it would serve as a reminder of how the Honor Code creates an
enjoyable environment built on trust.

Lastly - as a bookkeeper and member of
SOFC, I have gained valuable insight into
the 170+ student organizations we have
on campus as well as the funding and
reimbursement processes.
I am running on a platform of
Collaboration,
Communication
and
Conversation. If elected Bursar, I will:
1)
Emphasize the importance of
collaboration between the office and
the community as well as between
organizations;

SOFC, the Office, and the entire campus
by sending out regular newsletters and by
creating an open information event where
the community can be engaged with the
funding process; and

Isabelle Van der Walle ’17
My name is Isabelle and I would like
to serve as the next Student Bursar. The
Bursar heads SOFC, which creates, amends
and upholds policy to ensure that the
student activities fee is fairly distributed.
The Bursar is also responsible for running
the Bursar’s Office. I have experience
in residential life, College Government,
and the Bursar’s Office. As an RA, I have
interacted with a diverse range of people as
well as deal with different residential hall
issues. As a senator, I learned about how
College Government addresses campus
concerns and how to reach compromise.

2) Increase communication between

3)
Emphasize conversation with
Treasurers, the Bursar’s Office and SOFC,
to ensure that all sides of the funding
trifecta can have their voices heard.
Thank you for considering me as a
candidate. I look forward to meeting you
at the debates!

Committee for Political Legislative Awareness Chair (CPLA)
Zainab Younus ’17

Hi Wellesley! My name is Zainab
Younus, and I am running for CPLA Chair.
I have been an active member of CPLA
and have served as a treasurer for the past
two years. From this experience, I have
learned how to effectively and efficiently
plan bipartisan events within a budget. If
elected as CPLA Chair, my goals are as
follows:

COURTESY OF ZAINAB YOUNUS

1. Be an active and accessible committee
on campus:
Establish annual events including but not

limited to lecture series, political table and
bi-semester voter registration.
Communicate frequently with the
Wellesley community to help shape the
committee into one that aligns with the
needs of the student body.
2. Create a more permanent structure
within the committee:
CPLA tends to have more activity during
the election seasons; however, I want to
establish a permanent structure that will
help to ensure that CPLA is permanently

active both semesters.
3. Be a bipartisan resource for the
campus:
As the Chair, I will work arduously to
ensure that a bipartisan environment is
present not only during the meetings but
also throughout the campus.
I am excited to be given the opportunity to
run for your CPLA Chair and look forward
to meeting you soon!

Multicultural Affairs Coordinator
Ananya Ghemawat ’17

COURTESY OF ANANYA GHEMAWAT

My name is Ananya Ghemawat, and I am
running for the position of Multicultural
Affairs Coordinator (MAC). I want to
be your next MAC so I can serve as an
advocate for students during their time
at Wellesley regarding issues of race,
ethnicity, culture, and their intersections
with gender, sexuality, and mental health –
and foster real dialogue about these issues,
not just debate.
During my first year at Wellesley, I was
elected a Senator for Tower Court and
witnessed firsthand students’ ability to
organize and bring change to our campus.

This year, I have served as a member of
the Pan-Asian Council (PAC) Executive
Board and worked with 11 Asian/AsianAmerican organizations in order to foster a
sense of unity, safety, and belonging within
those diverse communities.
One of my favorite aspects of being a
Wellesley student is being part of such
a passionate community. However,
frequently our conversations turn into
debates, and I want to see our community
move
toward
dialogues
instead.
Furthermore, while we continue to fight for
a multicultural space, I would like to create

a temporary space. I’ll form a group of
students to help make this temporary space
a reality. Finally, I want to keep mental
health issues at the forefront of my work,
and I am committed to reducing the stigma
around mental health issues at Wellesley.
I look forward to working with each and
every student at Wellesley. It would be
an incredible honor to serve as our next
Multicultural Affairs Coordinator.

Most recently, I was given the opportunity
to serve as CG’s Historian of the Present,
and in this position I actively update CG’s
Twitter and Instagram accounts.
Now, as I announce my candidacy as
your next Chief of Communications and
Finance, I have outlined a new set of goals
for myself. First, I wish to shine the light
on CG — showcasing its work through
our new CG website, Senate Summaries,
and social media avenues. Next, I wish to
increase Wellesley’s digital presence by
creating a series of YouTube videos that
showcase Wellesley’s history, present, and

future. Last, I promise to you that if given
the opportunity to fulfill these goals as
your next CCF, I will not let you down.
Thank you for taking the time to learn
more about me as a candidate, and overall
human being. I would be honored to have
your support and to represent you this
upcoming year.

Chief of Communications and Finance
Jessica Shin ’18

COURTESY OF JESSICA SHIN

“Each year, as we embark on a new
chapter, we set new goals for ourselves.”
This past year with my involvement in CG,
I strived to do exactly that.
I decided to relay the information
in an engaging and timely manner to
effectively disseminate pertinent news to
my residence hall. I issued weekly “60
Second Senate Reports” and followed
up on issues of concern in Senate and
House Council. Then, through my work
with the Communications Committee I
learned the responsibilities of the CCF
and helped create new initiatives for CG.

Website:
jshinforwellesley.weebly.com
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/jshinforwellesley

Ballot Initiative: Student Leadership Stipend Committee

COURTESY OF SLS

For the past four years the Student
Leadership Stipend Committee has
campaigned for the College Government
Election Ballot Initiative to raise awareness
of the fact that Wellesley has been one of
a small number of colleges that does not
provide compensation to its Residence Life
Student Staff Members (RAs and HPs), and
urge the administration to institutionalize
just compensation. This year Wellesley
stands alone. Wellesley is the last college to
deny compensation to Res-Staff members.
While the Student Leadership Stipend
Committee has worked closely with

administrators this year to secure
the implementation of student leader
compensation, the College has not yet
agreed to compensate its RAs and HPs.
Thus, the Student Leadership Stipend
Committee must once again humbly ask
for your vote.
This ballot initiative, if adopted by
the student body, will divide the funds
equally among all Resident Assistants
and House Presidents for the 2015-2016
academic year. These funds will serve as
a token of gratitude to our tireless student
leaders, and as a demonstration of student

body support for the institutionalization
of student leader compensation by the
College administration.
A vote for the Student Leadership Stipend
(SLS) Committee Ballot Initiative is a vote to
end a long-standing discriminatory policy
against students of lower socioeconomic
status. A vote for SLS is a vote for all those
who have been discouraged from applying
to student leader positions because
they could not afford the unpaid time
commitment of the job. A vote for SLS is a
vote for a better Wellesley.
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SENATE REPORT
SPEC’s Revised Spam Policy
The Student Policy and Ethics Committee’s (SPEC)
proposed spam policy change was approved by Senate
with an addendum: only College Government can put
spam under dormitory doors. Besides making grammatical corrections to the previous policy, SPEC also now
requires that each organization have one spammer per
event, who can send a maximum of four pieces of spam.
Additionally, they will incur a one-time $25 fee if they
do not remove spam from campus locations the morning
after the listed expiration date. If this policy is broken
repeatedly by an organization or individual, the party will
be reported to the Honor Code Council. While individual
records remain anonymous even with an Honor Code
infraction, such violations do appear on campus organizations’ permanent records.

NEWS IN BRIEF
Living in McAfee Hall now considered for
P.E. credit
The elevator in McAfee Hall has experienced
numerous issues in the past few weeks, a problem that began one week before spring break.
Students have reported problems with the elevator ranging from being stuck on the ground floor
to arriving on the wrong floor. In addition, many
of McAfee’s occupants must climb five floors to
get to their fourth-floor room from Bates Dining
Hall, a considerable physical exertion. Given
the additional strain of the extra 20 steps it takes
to walk to the academic quad from the East Side
compared to Tower Court, a number of students
pleaded their case to the P.E. department. In
response, the department has announced that
living in the East Side dorms will now count as
two P.E. credits per semester.
Students prepare for flood from melting snow
Following Snowpocalypse 2015, massive
piles of snow have started to melt, and there
are reports that Lake Waban may flood due to
the overflow of water. Students have begun
preparations for the impending flood. College
Government and the Disaster Preparations
Committee are now seeking volunteers to aid in
the construction of a Wendy’s Ark. Only President Bottomly’s family and two people from
each major will be allowed on the ship, with
everyone else left to fend for themselves. The
Wellesley College boathouse will be offering
life rafts to students with low housing numbers
in a first-come, first-serve basis.
Class of 2019 projected to be smallest in
history
With Spring Open Campus just around the corner and snow still on the ground, the admissions
office has predicted that the incoming Class of
2019 will be the smallest enrolling class in the
College’s history. Prospective students who visited the campus this weekend expecting to see
ivy-covered buildings and a green Severance
Green were disappointed by the sheets of snow
still covering Wellesley’s campus. After seeing
a tour guide slip on black ice on the path to the
Science Center, a group of prospective students
and their parents promptly got into their cars
and drove to colleges in much warmer climates.

Sexual Assault Survey Feedback Needed
The Sexual Assault Survey was recently revamped by the
College partially in response to the spate of recent sexual
assaults on college campuses and the federally mandated
Title IX requirement. Dean Demeis stressed the College’s
strong desire to administer this survey by next week;
10 student volunteers from a variety of class years and
residential halls are needed to complete the survey and
give feedback on the questions this week. Based on the
feedback, the survey will be adjusted as needed. Demeis
says that the total time needed is about 20 minutes. Email
Dean Demeis at ddmeis@wellesley.edu if you are interested in volunteering your feedback.

Celebrate Latin@ Month with Mezcla!
Mezcla has a jam-packed schedule of exciting events to
kick of Latin@ Month. Head to Billings 200 at 12:30
p.m. on Apr. 1 for a delicious lunch and intellectually
stimulating conversation. The Annual Latin@ Cultural
Show will happen on Saturday, Apr. 4 at 7 p.m. in Jewett
Arts Center. Come to this eagerly anticipated event and
experience a first-rate celebration of Latin@ music,
poetry and dance!

NATION & WORLD
By SARA RATHOD ’15
Nation & World Columnist
Deadline for Iranian nuclear deal framework
postponed until June 31
Despite the original Tuesday deadline for a
preliminary political agreement to limit Iran’s nuclear
program, negotiators were unable to resolve key
sticking points. The disagreement was highlighted on
Sunday when Iran’s deputy foreign minister, Abbas
Araqchi, told Iranian and international journalists
that Iran had no intention of shipping its nuclear
fuel outside the country. As a result, negotiators
announced that they would postpone their deadline
until Friday, June 31 to allow for more time to decide
on a suitable framework. Because the rotation of
the Earth is slowing ever so slightly, International
Earth Rotation and Reference Systems Service says
we will need to add one second to the clock on June
30, giving negotiators just that much more time to
reach a deal. “Every second counts,” Secretary of
State John Kerry said. In a press conference at the
White House, reporters pointed out that June 30 is
the last day of the month, in response to which White
House Press Secretary Josh Earnest hastily declared
the press conference over.
Boehner invites Putin to speak in front of
Congress
Last month, Speaker of the House John Boehner
drew the spotlight to the nation’s capitol by inviting
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu to
address Congress in the midst of the Iran nuclear
negotiations and a national election in Israel. Now
Boehner has announced a list of speakers who he
has invited to address Congress between now and
the time President Obama leaves office. The list
confirms liberals’ worst fears that Republicans are
attempting a last-ditch effort to sabotage Obama’s
pristine reputation during his last two years in
office. Some, like Russian President Vladimir Putin,
are expected to receive an even cooler reception
from both Democrats and Republicans than Mr.
Netanyahu. Others on the list include the head of the
National Rifle Association, members of a suburban
Sarah Palin book club and former Secretary of State
Hillary Clinton, who is hoping to put some distance
between herself and Obama before the 2016 election.
In other news, Michelle Obama reportedly received
an anonymous note written in cut-out magazine
letters warning her that the stress of dealing with a
gridlocked Congress has been known to put a strain
on Presidential marriages. Any attempt on the part
of the Obamas to renew their vows, the letter said,
would be “empty and short lived” without approval
from Capitol Hill.

American lawmakers finally react in unison to
climate change
The International Organization for Climate Change
Research has released a report which states that
should the United States continue to operate at its
current levels of carbon emissions, all American
television sets as well as Netflix, Hulu and the
internet’s most popular pirating websites will cease
to operate within a year because of technological
interference. The revelation has sparked a wave of
protests across the country, concentrated on college
campuses. Cable television companies have hired
their best legal teams in the nation to lobby Congress
for a solution. Actors and actresses including
Meryl Streep have joined together to create a series
of promotional videos to raise awareness about
their lack of job security due to climate change.
Macklemore has released a protest song called
“Pop Culture, United, Will Never be Deleted.” In
response to pressure from international businesses,
celebrities and their constituents, lawmakers have
at long last drafted a bill that would cut the United
States’ climate emissions in half by next year, with
no harmful consequences to the economy. The only
holdup is two paragraph tacked onto the end of the
bill. One would provide amnesty to all undocumented
immigrants in the nation and the other would ban
abortion for the next 50 years.
Political elites reveal their secret pastime
Secretary of Defense Ashton Carter and White
House Press Secretary Josh Earnest have reportedly
joined up with lawmakers Cory Booker, Brad
Byrne and Duncan Hunter to form a 90s boy band,
according to a recent article in the The Rolling Stone.
Every Friday, the five reach across partisan lines to
practice their music together in Cory’s basement.
“We all have these retro-sounding names that are
just magnets for office jokes,” said Ashton. “One day
we thought, why not just embrace it?” Even though
they have formed a close friendship, they haven’t
been immune to partisan gridlock. When deciding
on a band name, Josh, Ashton and Cory were set
on “The House of Riff-resentatives.” However,
Duncan and Brad insisted on calling the group “The
Boondoggies.” Duncan and Brad say they were
willing to filibuster the decision by playing Queen’s
Bohemian Rhapsody on loop until the others gave
in. Josh says they almost did, just to avoid listening
to Duncan’s falsetto. However, the band eventually
decided together on “The Hanging Chads.”

Putin lecture focuses on personal branding

CONTINUTED from page 1
of anonymity and enabled me to erect a massive personal
empire and become the richest man in Europe. By creating
a veneer of trustworthiness and exploiting others without
their knowledge, I was able to capitalize on their naivety
while making great political and financial gains,” Putin
declared to raucous cheers.
Putin continued by stressing the value of vision and
perception in projecting a quintessentially manly version
of yourself to the world. After discussing his many
macho stunts, from leading a flock of white cranes home
in a wingsuit to riding horses shirtless in Siberia to bear
hunting, Putin talked about the intersectionality of politics
and machology.
“Beginning with the Second Chechen War through the
Georgian War into my country’s annexation of Crimea,
I successfully utilized my world-famous ‘Screw You
Policy,’ which can be succinctly summarized as a middle
finger pointed at anyone who disagrees with me. Through

this policy, Russia has been able to regain her footing as a
force to be reckoned with in the world and a thorn in the
United States’ side,” Putin elaborated, showing a GIF of
him stealing a samovar from under U.S. President Barack
Obama’s nose during their 2013 meeting.
Putin concluded by showing the audience one of his
trademark shirtless pictures, harkening to the capitalist
concept of personal branding and its applications to
machology and gaining clout in the real world. Putin
asserted that while packaging is an important component
of projecting manliness and power, the narrative vision
always comes first.
“Look beyond my finely chiseled quadriceps and wellformed abdominal muscles. Such features, while desirable,
do not constitute manliness. But when you combine an
enviable body with explosive rhetoric and an overarching
vision, you forge power and can use it to achieve your
nefarious aims,” Putin concluded to a standing ovation.

The audience unanimously expressed their great
satisfaction with the lecture.
“President Putin broke barriers today with his insightful
lecture on using manliness as a tool to gaining power in the
real world,” Wilma Park ’18 exclaimed.
“I came to Wellesley to become a woman. I leave here
a liberated man thanks to Mr. Putin,” Katherine White ’15
declared.
“Putin showed us the continued vitality of the patriarchy
even in the midst of the uncertainties of the 21st century,”
Women’s and Gender Studies Professor Walter Waters
agreed.
While Pravda.ru, the main Russian news outlet, insists
that 10,000 people attended the event, Wellesley asserts
that this is impossible since Alumnae Hall’s capacity seats
only 1,000.
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Student pushes for new male speech therapy program
Organization under review by Student Organizations and Appointments Committee
By GRACE BALLENGER ’18
Features Editor
Aya Takalat ’16 has a plan to bring
male voices to campus, but not in a
social or political capacity. Instead, she
enthusiastically pitched an idea for a
new program at Wellesley that would
bring men with amazing speaking voices
to Wellesley for the express purpose of
reading to students who are surrounded by
primarily female voices and who may be
lacking the richness and deepness of the
male voice.
Takalat, who admits to having only one
or two male friends, said the program was
inspired by the popular Instagram account
“Hot Dudes Reading” as well as her own
personal experiences after a semester
at Wellesley where she had all female
professors and fellow students, which
meant that she scarcely ever heard the
male voice.
“It got to be so bad that not even endless
YouTube videos of the dulcet tones of
Benedict Cumberbatch or Tom Hiddleston
could satisfy my craving for the male
voice,” Takalat explained. “And with a
jam-packed Wellesley schedule there just
isn’t time to run into the Ville and hunt
down me — I mean, to seek out the finest
male voices.”
The program that Takalat proposes
would be held in the most acoustically rich
spaces on campus and would feature 90
minutes of men reading academic books
on various subjects. This system would
encourage women with an interest in a
particular subject to form small clusters to
listen to a man reading a book that most
pertained to their current studies.
The criteria for the position are simple:
All that volunteers need is a voice that
is deep, rich, smooth and free of voice
cracks.

COURTESY OF @HOTDUDESREADING

Young participant who was recently admitted to Wellesley College’s new program for Jaws for Wellesley.
“All of the potential applicants will
be screened by me, of course. And of
course a nice face to match the handsome
voice would be wonderful, but it is not a
prerequisite,” Takalat said.
Takalat can already visualize a very
specific format for the group.
“Imagine the Chapel filled with gorgeous
men — I mean, men with gorgeous voices.
Over here there would be a group tackling
Shakespeare, across the room someone
would be reading Darwin’s “Origin of
Species,” or Locke’s “Two Treatises on
Government.” It would be like small
islands of learning, floating on an ocean
of gorgeous tenor and baritone voices!”
Takalat exclaimed with an excited gleam
in her eye. “It is a great way to kill two

THE ARTICHOKE

‘Appreciate me!’ — your Sunday
morning hangover
By LARA AZAR ’15
Staff Columnist

Good Morning,
I can see that you’re trying to wake
up, but the light is too bright for your
poor eyes. What a pity. I’d almost
feel bad for you, if I hadn’t done that
intentionally. You’re awake now, and
your head is pounding. That’s my
doing! You’re dehydrated (and forgot
to leave a glass of water by the bed
when you stumbled home last night).
That’s me too! Nauseous? Headachy?
Shaky? Check, check, check! All my
little tricks (always the same ones,
but hey, they work so well!). And yes,
I’m smug about it. I’m a hangover,
that’s my job. You have fun partying,
and as soon as I see that bottle come
out, I get excited. Because I take a
malicious pleasure out of making you
pay for it the next day.
When I visit, you should
accommodate me. I know you
always have a big day planned: two
meetings, ten hours of homework you
were definitely gonna do earlier this
weekend, and some television. Blah,
blah, blah, you can do it all later!
Now that I’m here, I really just want
to spend three hours eating breakfast
food. Or better yet, get me the biggest
burger you can find, and we’ll eat
it in bed (I’ve got a huge appetite,
you know, and I never pay attention
to your latest diet). I know this will
make you feel sick, but you can’t get
sick of me.
I’m inevitable. Unavoidable. I
know that last night you tried to
be responsible, eating before you
went out and drinking lots of water.

Drinking water? Really, that hurts.
Come on. If you really wanted to be
responsible, you would slowww it
dowwwn with the drinking. But no.
You know how you party, and you
know it’s not going to work. You
can’t get rid of me, so why are you
continuing to try to be productive?
Fighting doesn’t work. You’re just
gonna feel worse.
Me and my buddy Procrastination,
we hang around all week, waiting to
make a heyday out of your weekend
although he gets significantly more
work from frantic college students
during the week. Thank goodness
we’re paying the rent together.
The terrible twos, they call us. And
Sundays are particularly fun, sitting
around and watching you squirm as
you realize there’s no weekend; left
to hide behind. Seeing you struggle
with work while we loom behind your
back is the highlight of our week.
But being ignored gets old fast.
So what do I want? I want to be
appreciated, and I’ll shove aside
your schoolwork to do it. You
don’t recognize my purpose. I’m
here to teach you a lesson about
consequences, and you need to live
with it. The next time I come visit,
embrace it. Throw away your plans.
Stay in bed. Eat hash browns for thirty
hours. Because resisting doesn’t do
any good.
See you again next week,
Your Sunday Morning Hangover

birds with one stone and tackle the deficit
of male voices while also encouraging
intellectual interests.”
Takalat maintained that the woman’s
interest should be purely intellectual.
“This wouldn’t, of course, be any sort of
ploy to set anyone up. No, I would never
propose anything that would damage
our reputation as independent Wellesley
women,” Takalat clarified.
“That being said, I can’t say that I’m not
looking forward to the audition process
to find all of these fine male specimens,”
Takalat said.
Takalat tentatively plans to call the group
“Jaws for Wellness,” after the popular
“Paws for Wellness” group.
A representative from the Student

Organizations
and
Appointments
Committee (SOAC) seemed skeptical of
the effectiveness of the proposed program.
“The board is investigating the proposal
to see if there is any scientific basis for the
claim that hearing male voices is useful
or necessary for female college students.
Otherwise this program may present an
unnecessary drain on funding for campus
organizations,” the SOAC representative
said.
If her proposal is accepted by SOAC,
Takalat plans to begin accepting
applications for male candidates next
month.
“It will be a wonderful form of stress
relief if we can get the program running
right before finals,” Takalat said.
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Six signs
you’re not over
your ex Jake.
By BROTI GUPTA ’16
Contributing Writer
1. You find yourself thinking about him a
LOT.
Sometimes not even an hour goes by without
you thinking about him. You look back at
old pictures, old movie stubs and old emails
sent between you two. Your friends have told
you over and over again that it’s going to
take a while before you feel ready to move
on, especially from Jake or whomever you’re
dating. But it’s taken longer than you thought
it would take, and for some reason you can’t
silence that little voice in your head that says,
“There’s still a chance!”
2. People don’t want to hear you talk about
him anymore because it’s been four months
(or however long).
Your friends keep saying things like: “Hey,
wanna talk about something else?” “Hey,
maybe we can do something to distract you.”
“Jake’s not coming back.” The third friend
always tells it like it is. The bottom line is:
Your friends are starting to get tired of the
daily conversation about your ex, and you’re
getting tired of bringing him up!
3. When you’re going through a rough
time, you only think about him and your
relationship and the fact that’s it’s over and
that he might be seeing someone else??
The rough time you’re going through is
breaking up with him and seeing him happy
(I don’t know, he didn’t look the same kind of
happy) with another girl.
4. You find yourself stalking not only his
Facebook, but also his Instagram, Twitter
and personal blog, “Jake’s Study Abroad
Blog 2011”.
Girl, if you’re on every social media account
he has, look at yourself in the mirror and say,
“Jake, how could you do this to us? After
I took care of your mom? Why?” If you’re
looking at every Facebook status, if it’s taking
everything in you to not favorite every tweet
(because how CUTE are Jake’s tweets?!), if
your homepage is his blog post about studying
abroad in Germany (ugh, so cultured), then
you are still hung up on him.
5. Everything in your apartment reminds
you of him.
Literally everything you look at in your
apartment reminds you of him. Your
cardboard cutouts, your t-shirts that say,
“Jake, I love you so much I printed it on a
t-shirt,” his Social Security card (note to
self: sneak that back into his house somehow
because I’m ready to move on. I mean you’re
ready to move on. Don’t worry about it).
6. He’s still your emergency contact.
You find yourself crashing your car into
fences just so he’ll get that phone call saying,
“Hello Jake, you appear to be the emergency
contact. Yes, this Presbyterian Hospital again.
Yes, same girl. I also want to know about her
car insurance.”
At the end of the day, all break-ups are hard.
And I totally get it. Not to make this personal,
but I was dating this guy — we’ll call him…
Jack — and I’m definitely guilty of these
things. Just hang in there, girl, and you’ll be
back on the market soon enough to make Jake
jealous.
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Student of the year:
Margarita Dayes ’15
By KILY WONG ’16
Features Editor

Margarita Dayes ’15 has achieved
unparalleled success both in and out of the
classroom. As the youngest student ever admitted
to Wellesley at age 12, this 16 year old and
current senior has had unparalleled success at
the College. After finishing her thesis in Global
Cooling as a first-year, Dayes went on to lead
the finger-painting club to host its first exhibition
at the Louvre and win a Fulbright Scholarship
to Iran to negotiate the War on Cats. Her
most recent plans include working at the U.S.
State Department as a Foreign Service Officer
and starting an organic jello bar following
graduation. The Needham, MA native recently
took a moment to chat with the Wellesley News
to discuss her unusual early years as a child
prodigy, the whirlwind career that followed and
wisdom that she hopes to share.
Kily Wong (K.W.): Thank you so much for
taking time out of your busy schedule to talk
with us. So, when did you realize that there was
something different about you from other kids?
Margarita Dayes (M.D.): I would have to say
that it was while I was in Mrs. Pea’s kindergarten
class. We were discussing robots and how they
might one day replace the human race. I told
them that it was silly that they might believe
that such a thing could happen. In spite of all the
advancements made in artificial intelligence, the
Turing test will always illustrate that androids
will never be able to exhibit the same type of
intelligence or empathy of a human being.
K.W.: Wow. That isn’t what I would imagine a
five-year-old saying. I’m sure your parents and
teachers must have been impressed.
M.D.: Actually, my parents were terrified —
there was no way their child could have the
patience for higher education. After all, they
were quite satisfied with the daily routine of
brushing the family’s collection of angora rugs
out, jumping at the second-to-second point
changes in the stockmarket and inventing new
ways to cook dinner without using a stovetop,
oven or microwave.
K.W.: So, you must have been quite the unique
specimen in your family.
M.D.: Yeah. In fact, it was not until I went to
college that I made some of my closest friends.
Before then, I was just known as the one who
was always messing around with organic jello
ingredients and destroying the stovetop, oven
and microwave. Let’s just say that with all the
time I spent grounded for destroying various

kitchen implements, I had a lot of time to focus
on myself and what I wanted to do with my
talents.
K.W.: Of all the things you could study, what
made you interested in global affairs?
M.D.: It wasn’t until I saw Hillary Clinton in her
pantsuit that I realized that there was a place for
smart girls and that women should have a seat at
the global table.
K.W: What do you do in your personal life?
M.D.: Well I’m not all work and no play. I
believe I have truly exemplified the Wellesley
student in terms of dating. I am 100 percent
bisexual, dating both fraternity guys and Hoop
members. Whether it be a girl with an undercut
or a boy with a polo, I really have a plethora of
dating options.
K.W: Are you involved with any organizations
on campus?
M.D.: I have actually been on the executive
board of every club on campus. I even rejected
all six societies. It really helps to just prioritize
which organizations matter to you and realize
that you can have interests outside of school.
K.W.: Between flying to California to understand
the effects of the freezing temperatures on the
world’s oceans, creating original pieces of
artwork using toesies and providing supportive
negotiations to the War on Cats, do you find time
to pursue personal projects?
M.D.: Yeah. So as a personal endeavor, I have
dabbled in designing jello masterpieces using
vegan ingredients with kelp-like properties
such as agar agar and carrageen. I was inspired
by Duff Goldman’s towering tiers of cakes but
wanted to take an alternative route. I figured it’s
healthy, chic and colorful.
K.W.: That does sound quite trendy -- I’m sure
it must be a hit over on the west coast. Also,
now that you have less than one semester left at
Wellesley, are there any things on the notorious
list of Wellesley rites of passage that you have
yet to accomplish?
M.D.: It’s not on the list, but I would have to say
to do nothing for a day and admit that I don’t
know everything. But, given my genius intellect,
I’m not sure if either of those two things would
ever happen.
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The need for a conservative safe space
By LIZA MARIA ARIAS ’17
Staff Columnist
Wellesley presents itself as an institution
that welcomes and cherishes diversity:
bring yourself — whoever you are —
and there will be a place for you here, an
admissions brochure proclaims. However,
for all the pandering Wellesley does to the
ideals of acceptance and diversity, there
are still groups on campus that have no
place in the mainstream of Wellesley
culture. These marginalized groups have
been oppressed and silenced for years and
it is finally time to say enough is enough.
As a country we are on the cusp of
reforming our immigration system,
recognizing same-sex marriage in all
states, and potentially (will she run, won’t
she?) electing the first woman president
of the United States.
It is time for the Wellesley campus to
catch up to the times and eradicate the last
semblances of oppression. It is time for
the creation of a Republican safe space.
Conservative students on Wellesley’s
campus tend to stay in the shadows,
occasionally surfacing when the College
Republicans decide to sell some cool swag
or Lilly Pulitzer has a sale too great to resist.
In classrooms, professors assume that no
student would be ignorant enough to hold

conservative views. On the rare occasion
that a student espouses an idea that could
be considered Republican, they are met
with condescension or told to “check their

“ ...conservative students
often have to bear the
psychological effects of
bottling up their beliefs
and pretending that they
too want to hold hands
and sing kumbaya around
the liberal campfire .”
privilege.” The microaggressions endured
by conservative students across campus
are largely ignored by the community as a
whole. There is no outlet for conservative
students to come together and discuss the

shared experiences of the group which is
detrimental to helping young Republicans
develop and cement their identities.
Although the Wellesley community
seems to think that having a Wellesley
College Republicans group is enough to
meet the needs of this marginalized group,
many conservatives feel exposed trekking
to a meeting in a public space where their
views might be overheard by some of
their classmates. Clad in Vineyard Vines,
David Yurman bracelets, and L.L. Bean
boots, the group is pretty hard to miss.
Some students refuse to assume the
risk of social ostracism that could ensue
if their friend group found out their
conservative leanings.
As a result,
conservative students often have to bear
the psychological effects of bottling up
their beliefs and pretending that they, too,
want to hold hands and sing kumbaya
around the liberal campfire.
Conservatives simply want a physical
space where they can feel emotionally
and physically safe. All students are
requesting is a place where they can drop
the f-bomb (fiscal responsibility) without
receiving dirty looks — a place where
students can sip mimosas while talking
about trust funds and those Mitt Romney
dubbed the 47 percent. Is that too much
to ask for?

My big fat greek yogurt

By BRIDGET WALSH ’17
Contributing Writer

Last semester, when AVI Fresh asked
Wellesley students, “Would you rather
have almond milk or Greek yogurt in
the dining halls?” we resoundingly
responded in favor of Greek yogurt. I, for
one, laid awake many nights dreaming of
long walks that I would take on the snowcovered banks of Lake Waban holding
a compostable cup filled with Chobani
plain Greek yogurt.
I fantasized about how fantastically
toned I would look in my bikini this
summer after eating a food with so much
protein. I looked forward
to candlelit dinners across
from my yogurt as we
shared a bottle of wine and
talk about our future, one
where the idea of soupy
yogurt goo was nothing
but a faint whisper of
the past. I knew that in
Chobani plain Greek
yogurt, I would find a
partner who would always
be there to rescue me from
the anguish I felt every
time I searched longingly
for something palatable
in the dining hall. Gone
were my days of enduring
flaky, dry fish, moistened
only by my occasional
tear, or chicken marked
with a question mark on
the menu, proving that
even dining hall workers
question the integrity of
our dining options.
I found solace in the
knowledge that my plight as a victim of
Wellesley’s mandatory meal plan was
coming to its close and dining at Wellesley
would soon become something that I
could revel in. I would share Instagram
images captioned “#ManCrushMonday
to my one and only, Chobani.” Little did
I know that this beautiful relationship
I foresaw with Greek yogurt would be
less reminiscent of a whirlwind Nicholas
Sparks romance and more reminiscent of
my own pathetic and fruitless attempts at
romantic conquest. Like Regina George,
I would discover AVI Fresh to be akin to
a friend who just wants to make me fat
and from whom I can not rely on accurate
nutritional facts.
Come spring semester, I put on my
best dress, spritzed myself with fresh

perfume, donned my mother’s pearls,
and descended the staircase of Severance
to the Tower Dining Hall. The thick,
white yogurt glistened at me from across
the dining hall. Love at first sight? My
frantically beating heart sure thought so.
I could smell the protein in the air, taste
its glorious health benefits before I had
even scooped it into my compostable
cup. Everything around me melted away
— the stale donuts, the fake bacon, the
weak, bitter coffee — right then, it was
just me and my Chobani. But as is my
fate with far too many potential lovers, I
was blind to the truth. Just moments after
I had locked eyes with my Chobani, one

reprimanded for poor sanitary practices in
an eating place.
Heartbroken, I ran to my computer and
frantically searched four percent Greek
yogurt, only to discover that it is yogurt
made with whole milk. My world came
crashing down around me as I grasped
the fact that Chobani, just like too many
people in my life, was not here to love
me and support me in every way, but
really just wanted to make me fat. Tears
streamed down my face as my friends
failed to console me. “But you barely
knew him,” they would say. They didn’t
understand. For me, Chobani wasn’t just
some beautiful idea. He was going to be
my freedom, my lifeline.
It has been and will remain
my mission to have four percent
Chobani yogurt removed from
all Wellesley dining halls.
I have since lobbied long and
hard for the removal of four
percent Chobani yogurt from
the Tower dining hall and my
efforts have been successful.
Many have joined forces to
write comment cards and Tower
is now home to low-fat or nonfat Chobani Greek yogurt. But
this fight is not over. Lulu and
Bates dining halls have both
been discovered to serve four
percent Chobani, but I know
this is something we can work
to overcome.
I, for one, am enjoying a
healthy relationship with lowfat and non-fat Greek yogurt,
though it has been a long road
of recovery. I have learned that
COURTESY OF BRANDCHANNELI am not defined by the yogurt
that I eat and I have worked to
of Tower’s sweet, friendly dining hall find my own independence through this
workers came to refill the yogurt tub.
experience.
I smiled gratefully at this magnificent
Non-fat Chobani and I are taking
patron of health, for without her I would things slow, but I don’t intend to ever
still be wandering aimlessly in search of become as reliant on him as I once would
something good to eat. I paused to blow have been. I have kept an open mind to
her a kiss, but looked down to see what other foods in the dining hall and look
she was refilling the yogurt tub with. Yes, forward to a healthy and balanced future.
it was Chobani, but the container had a Nevertheless, if AVI Fresh aspires to keep
label I had not seen before. I leaned in to climbing obesity rates to a minimum, it
look closer and realized it was four percent must provide students not only with nonyogurt. I had never heard of such a thing, fat or low-fat yogurt, but also appropriate
but was fairly terrified at the prospect, labeling to notify students when they are
given that I had only ever seen yogurt that about to ingest lard-substitutes.
was zero or two percent milkfat. I turned
and sprinted out of the dining hall, losing
Editor’s Note: The Wellesley News
one shoe; it turns out that in real life, if holds that almond milk would have been
you lose a shoe somewhere, no princes the better choice.
come running after you, but rather you get
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SOFC: efficient, merciful, misunderstood

Treasurer declares interactions with SOFC extremely fulfilling
By ANNE MEYERS ’17
Contributing Writer
For a seasoned treasurer, a new semester means
answering questions about the Student Organization
Funding Committee (SOFC) application process. “Where
does the unused SOFC money go?” “Was this a product
of the Reagan Administration?” and most commonly,
“How come the UN hasn’t intervened and put a stop to
this torture?”
In spite of all of the love that radiates so dazzlingly from
the heart of every treasurer, I sense tension between the
rest of the student body and SOFC. I do not believe this
is indicative of a grievously inefficient system, but rather
the disappointing lack of student awareness and empathy
regarding the funding process.
Let me make this abundantly clear: If you understood
the funding process, you’d be able to recognize the
precision, the practicality, the awe-inspiring majesty of the
application. And if you understood what it was like to be
a treasurer, you’d recognize why treasurers just can’t stop
singing SOFC’s praises.
Allow me to explain. SOFC — or as the treasurers call
it, the Super Outstanding Friends Committee — follows
a streamlined, organized application system: You find the
exorbitantly overpriced item of your choice on Amazon,
you find two websites selling that item for $0.49 more,
and then your entire application gets rejected because you
didn’t specify a date. It’s innovative. It’s merciful.
If your application gets rejected, you have to go through
the very simple appeal process. Treasurers looking to
appeal for more funding gather outside of the bursar’s
office on the first full moon after their funding is rejected.
Each treasurer brings whatever they can for the Offering

— usually office supplies, but occasionally the Equestrian
team will show up with some kind of meat. After an
electric candle-lighting ceremony — don’t want to set off
a fire alarm — the treasurers staple their hands together
and chant, “We are not worthy! We are not worthy!” until
the break of dawn.
After this straightforward and practically effortless
routine, we receive the Blessed Email stating that SOFC,
who initially rejected our applications because they were

After an electric candle-lighting
ceremony — don’t want to set off a
fire alarm — the treasurers staple
their hands together and chant,
“We are not worthy! We are not
worthy!’”until the break of dawn.
three minutes late following a paper jam in the Lulu
printer, needs another day to look over applications. And
then, once the shadow of the bell tower falls upon the
Sacred Tree, we are notified that our appeals have been
unilaterally rejected. (All of this information can be easily
found on the bursar’s website, which is accessible to the
pure of heart and those who know a guy who knows a

guy).
SOFC is benevolent; however, each year they choose a
select Elite to receive funding. Most of us will never join
the Elite, but those who do — I bow before thee! — will
be brought into a truly philanthropic and logical system of
fund allocation.
Yes, philanthropic and logical: SOFC grants money
based on how important a club is for the overall wellbeing of the Wellesley student body: For example, the
Equestrian team received about $33,000 in funding in fall
2014, about 25 percent of the money SOFC granted during
that period. Seeing as 25 percent of our daily life revolves
around horses, this is a delightful testament to a system
that makes sense.
Writers, meanwhile, are notoriously corrupt and
wealthy, interested only in buying and selling live animals
for sums greater than what most families make in a year.
Recognizing the writers’ treachery, SOFC instituted a
publication cap as punishment.
Because I live in fear of having free time — of being left
alone inside of my wretched, sinful mind — I look forward
to filling out my funding application. And even though I
was not among the Elite this year, I would like to end my
article by thanking SOFC.
If treasurers like me didn’t have to prove that driving
to Boston is cheaper than flying there via private jet, they
might use that free time to do something dangerous, like
make friends or discover non-academic passions.
Treasurer or not, we are all indebted to SOFC. Our
beloved committee reminds us that Wellesley provides
only the very best for its students and their extracurricular
interests: after all, if you can’t trust a bunch of 19-yearold prospective econ majors with $129,000, who can you
trust?

Singles housing crisis provides valuable
lesson in real-world economics
By EMILY PARK ’17
Contributing Writer
Many members of the Class of 2017 became confused
this past week when they received emails from the Housing
Office announcing a lack of singles. Most were sure that
their numbers were good enough such that they could be
guaranteed singles, as in my case. My number was below
average last year, so when I found out that my number
was 105th in my entire class’s lottery number range, I was
overjoyed. Being in the top 20 percent, I could not imagine
any situation where I, or my blocking partner, would ever
be denied a single. Turns out I didn’t have to imagine it,
because it happened.
The new, improved lottery system has been put to blame,
though hesitantly, since thus far the paperless system has
been positively received as “totally not confusing” (A.
Lyer) and “so well thought-out that not one person has
attempted to contact the Housing Office” (Sum Kidd)
by the student population. However, after a great deal
of thought, I have realized in my official capacity as a
sophomore who has absolutely no training in political
science or economics, that this year’s housing process
is the biggest accomplishment in political science and
economics that Wellesley has ever come up with in the
history of the College.
I used to be like some students of the sophomore class
who were mildly frustrated by their unexpected loss of a
single, such as Ann Gree ’17, who calmly commented,
“What the living [redacted]. I had to live on Freeman this
year because last year because wherever the [redacted]
else are you going to live when your number is [redacted]
1888?! I suffered having to live in, I can’t even say it, East
Side while all of my friends lived in Tower and when I
had my one chance to be in the first half of the lottery
numbers I find out that I can’t even live in a single…
even at Bates! Which was my 15th choice after [redacted]
Orchard [redacted] Apartments - wherever the [redacted]
that is.” Though I understand this anger — I, too, was once
Gree — I have since realized that our frustration is born
out of ignorance.
Here at Wellesley College, students spend a great deal
of time, energy, and money to receive the best education
possible — one that will prepare them to succeed in the
real world. The housing office’s policy changes were
clearly made in an effort to better imitate the world we
as students will enter, thereby helping us achieve success.
What can better represent the real world than a housing
system that only guarantees singles to those holding the
top lottery numbers in the junior class? Sure, this kind
of system had already been in place, but the office has

COURTESY OF WELLESLEY COLLEGE
enhanced the realism of the situation by taking the low
number-high number disparity to such extreme levels that,
only the top 15 percent of lottery numbers are guaranteed
singles. That’s right, a student’s chances of getting a
single all depend on having one of a small percentage of
lottery numbers, a factor that students have very little say
in, can do very little to improve on, no matter who they
are personally, how hard they work, or how much they
believe in the Wellesley Dream to become some glorious
combination of Hillary Clinton and Beyonce. Those top
15 percent get to hold power over 10 percent of singles
available to juniors. Obviously, this policy will allow us
as a class to better understand and gain some first-hand
experience with life outside “the bubble.”
They have already chosen to be generous by rejecting
the move to guarantee housing to only the top 66 percent
of all students with the highest income, and now they have
changed the lottery to better reflect the real world in other
ways.
The other 85 percent of the incoming junior class who
were not guaranteed singles, including myself, will get to
experience the kind of decision-making that many do in the
real world, between sticking by your blocking family in an

unexpectedly unfavorable living situation, or abandoning
them to have some chance at attaining our original housing
goals.
Finally, through the new blocking rules, we will get
to practice the valuable skills that this kind of system
inevitably forces people to hone, such as desperately
networking with the 15 percent in an attempt to have a
better chance at living in a single. Some may learn the
importance of taking advantage of loopholes by blocking
with rising seniors.
In the future, we may even see some capitalist phenomena
such as the 85 percent paying property-holders under the
table to get the living spaces they want; it’s a perfect way
to practice trying to find housing in places like New York.
Obviously, the educational potential in this new system is
limitless, and I hope you think so too, although you don’t
really have a choice.
Rumors are that The Housing Office’s next step of scaling
back the housing guarantee will consider more students’
housing circumstances and work to improve them. Some
say it is to be called the “Understanding Homelessness
Initiative.”
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Davis surprises college with return of Sleepwalker

Tony Matelli’s “Sleepwalker” sculpture wandering back to campus
PHOTO COURTESY OF BOSTON.COM

By KAT MALLARY ’17
Big Fan of the Sleepwalker
The Davis Museum recently announced that shortly
following spring break, Tony Matelli’s famed sculpture
“Sleepwalker” will be reinstalled on the Wellesley College
campus. The move to reinstall “Sleepwalker” follows a long
stream of student requests to bring back the sculpture:
students sent emails, forwarded petitions, and even started
a GoFundMe just to bring the “Sleepwalker” back to his
rightful place. Or, that is, places.
Because of the high student demand for the Sleepwalker’s
return, the sculpture will be placed in various locations
across campus. In addition to reinstalling the Sleepwalker
in its original location across from the Lulu, Sleepwalkers
will be placed in the Academic Quad, on the shore of
Lake Waban, in the Tower courtyard and in several other
surprise locations, which are yet to be announced.
“We wanted to make sure the students were surprised by
the installation,” Davis Museum spokesperson Deborah
Dickinson said. “We loved the intense reactions we got
last time. Students were confused, horrified, perplexed and
disgusted. All great art should make you a little nauseous.”
Upon hearing the news of the sculpture’s return, students
began to reminisce fondly about the Sleepwalker’s initial
arrival on campus. “I was walking home alone from the
library at 2 a.m., and it was snowing out. All of a sudden, I
saw a man walking towards me, naked, arms outstretched.
His presence made me feel immediately safe and comforted.

In fact, I can only walk home in peace when I see a strange
male figure looming in front of me. It helps that he’s lifesize, too,” Cathy Cross ’16 mused.
During his time at Wellesley, the statue had become
beloved and students were sorry to see him leave.
“Samuel (the Sleepwalker) was like family to us,” Cross
noted. “He was just like another Wellesley sibling: balding,
middle-aged, frightening.”
“We wanted to make sure the Sleepwalker was back in
time for this year’s Spring Open Campus,” Emma Emerson,
a Wellesley admissions representative, stated. “We know
that some prospective students of the class of 2019 weren’t
here to see Wellesley under eight feet of snow and we
wanted them to have the same feeling of dismay.”
Wellesley’s housing office was also excited for the class of
2019 to see the Sleepwalker for the first time.
“We already get a lot of criticism for not having enough
single rooms available, and especially with Munger closing
next year, we figured halving the size of the 2019 class
would be the easiest solution. We couldn’t think of a better
way to say ‘spend the next four years of your life here’
than greeting them with Samuel Sleepwalker in his tightywhities.”
Tony Matelli’s high profile and artistic notoriety are
also welcome at Wellesley, given that Wellesley has never
accomplished much as an institution and desperately
needs help boosting its name recognition.
“Wellesley is a top-level institution that belongs in the

news more often. A day where we don’t see Wellesley
trending on Facebook, Twitter and the New York Times is
really a day wasted,” Top-level College Administrator Sally
Sylvester noted.
“There’s no such thing as bad publicity, after all. I’m just
glad we have extraordinary men like Mr. Matelli, and the
Sleepwalker himself, to get this historic women’s institution
into the limelight,” Sylvester added.
Tony Matelli himself could not be reached for comment
for this article, although one can only assume that he is
thrilled about the whole affair. His most recent work is,
as always, evocative and enigmatic: mostly yellow paint
splashed, Jackson Pollock-like, across broad swaths of
campus. Inspired by the whimsical, irreverent additions to
his work done by students in the spring, Matelli also added
an architectural element to his oeuvre, adding spray paint
to many buildings around campus.
“I love that as I walk into Pendleton there’s just spray
paint everywhere,” Nicole Nickerson ’15 said. “I genuinely
think we didn’t do enough talking about the Sleepwalker
last year and it’s nice to constantly be thinking about it.”
Finally, the reinstallation of Sleepwalker replicas across
campus will be a critical part of the Campus Renewal and
beautification projects.
“Nothing complements classic Depression-Gothic
architecture like a sculpture or two of a mostly naked
middle-aged man,” Wellesley’s landscape designer, Jackie
Jacobsen, added. “What can I say? It’s a cliché for a reason.”

Wellesley lifestyle inspires fresh, hip spring fashions
By SHARVARI JOHARI ’17
Arts Editor

With the spring season fast approaching, Wellesley
students have been slowly emerging from that one corner
of their bed and wondering what to wear now that it’s
sunny. While many students actually forgot what the sun
looked like, others have been hoping to build a cohesive
wardrobe now that they are not blocked by six-foot snow
banks. The Fashionable Wendys can simply look around
campus for style inspiration based on their personal
Wellesley lifestyle.
Peter Pan bus fashions include high-heeled wedges
paired with a shirt from Tobi that lacks shoulders or a back.
One can really enhance this look with a slight stain from
spilling your frat party Natural Light or another Wendy’s
pregame bus vomit. This look is paired best with a tiny
purse from Forever 21 to hold your ID and bus token and
also a bottle of wine to keep your trip on the bus more
interesting. This look will attract engineers and business
tycoons alike, making sure the Peter isn’t the only man in
your life.
This look also transitions well from evening to day,
evoking a “Sunday 10 a.m.” bus aesthetic, which includes
smudged eyeliner, an awkward morning with a boy in
salmon-colored shorts and a crinkled punch pass. Check
up on your hair while you remember last night’s encounter
with a frat boy, which makes you consider dating women.
Not even the judgmental look from other bus riders can

take away from your Stride of Pride. While this look can
be hard to maintain, because you’re straight, you only have
to look good two days a week. On weekdays you don’t
have to shower or shave and can commit to sweatpants
and T-shirts.
Fashions featured in Tower dining hall on Sunday
mornings include the “I have an MIT boyfriend” which
features an MIT engineering sweatshirt, pajamas and a
look of superiority. Common accessories include a less
attractive white boy from course 6 who thinks all the girls
are looking at him and can’t make a sandwich without
your help. Flip your hair and keep your chin high while
you show off your trophy man to all your dorm mates.
Other aesthetics found in Tower include “Society
Girl Brunch” which includes a monogrammed tote bag,
matching bow and hazing. This event requires at least
four Instagram pictures, mentions of your mixers and
hashtagging about your “family.”
Around Pendleton, one can look for the “Finance
fashionista” look, which includes an economics major
and a tight bob, designer boots and an expensive flowy
blouse. Essential accessories include a recent acceptance
letter from a powerful corporation and a Longchamp tote
bag. This look is a step up from the “still unemployed”
fashions seen in the fall, which included worry lines, a
full interview outfit and backup applications to business
school.
Seen around Hoop and El Table are several types of looks
including “Baby Queer” which includes plaid birkenstocks

and a bad Wellesley chop done in a friend’s room. Newly
out, this first year really emphasizes the word fluidity in
her texts to her old high school boyfriend and likes wearing
Doc Martens at the Pub. You’ll love being able to hook
up with your friends’ exes and sticking a blue and yellow
equality sticker on your laptop. Upgrading this look to the
“lesbian couple” aesthetic requires a girlfriend who looks
suspiciously like you, an U-Haul and an undercut. You’ll
love taking questions about how you might be moving too
fast or getting dirty looks from your girlfriend’s ex.
Upstairs in Founders, we have the “Liberal Arts Major”
look which includes vintage posters in your dorm room
and political laptop stickers. Pair your thick-rimmed
glasses with a room in French House and a speech about
how you actually love what you study. Complementary
accessories include a crush on a professor who totally
changed your point of view and a tote bag with your most
recent knitting project.
Walking along campus, we have “Science Center
Chic,” which includes fashions from pre-med majors
who accessorize with looks of anxiety, Leaky Beaker
coffee and constantly talking about how hard physics is.
Sweatpants and emergency shampoo and conditioner for
the Science Center shower enhance this look. Worried
not everyone will know this is the look you’re going for?
Don’t worry! Since you are pre-med, you’ll probably tell
everyone within five minutes of meeting you.
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Student surprised when she and
hookup actually watch Netflix
BY SHARVARI JOHARI ’17
Arts Editor

Local Wellesley student Caroline Lyons ’18 was
recently invited to MIT student Ben White’s dorm room
to watch House of Cards season two and was surprised
when they actually watched it. Lyons and Woods recently
began a personal relationship after connecting at an
Athletes/Mathletes-themed frat party. White, a member
of the Beta Theta Sigma chapter at MIT, handed Lyons
a drink and started asking her about her major and life at
Wellesley. After that night, Lyons slept over and Woods
and Lyons began a personal relationship over text.
On Tuesday, exactly three days after they started
seeing each other, Woods texted Lyons “Wanna come
over on Saturday and watch Netflix ;).” Lyons, who
felt the need to blow off steam after her hard Wellesley
week, responded positively with a “Sure. See you then!”
Lyons, newly single, was excited for a new casual
relationship that didn’t require too much time.
Lyons spent two hours getting ready for her future
encounter. Her routine included shaving after a full
week of not doing so. Lyons said she spent time working
on her eyeliner and plucking her eyebrows. “I wanted to
pick an outfit that was sexy but in like a casual way.”
Lyons also consulted many friends on her outfit and
what texts to send White upon her arrival.
Upon her arrival, Lyons was surprised when White
actually picked a show he felt passionately about. “I
guess he just really likes the show and doesn’t get to
talk about it?” Lyons guessed regarding his choice. “I
pretended I was also super into it but honestly I was just

waiting for him to make a move.”
White spent the entire time talking about the
complexity of the relationship between Frank and
Claire and how ruthless the politics of the show were.
He even mentioned how much more cynicism this show
had compared to “Parks and Recreation” or even “The
West Wing.” Lyons would often affirm his opinions
with nods and smiles, even laughing at some his jokes
out of pity. When she felt the conversation was at a lull,
she mentioned how much she liked Claire’s outfits.
“Honestly, the show was fine. I was just confused about
why he didn’t put his arm around me,” Lyons said. “I
mean we met at a frat party so I didn’t think this was like
a date or anything.”
Upon finishing the first episode, there was a brief
awkward moment where both parties felt vaguely
uncomfortable. “I thought that would be a good time for
him to kiss me,” Lyons said. “But he didn’t and then the
next episode started playing, so then we just watched
it.”
The night continued until the end of the second
episode when Lyons, feeling that the cause was lost,
casually mentioned that the bus was coming and she
had an early day tomorrow. “He didn’t even kiss me
goodbye,” Lyons said. “I’m just mad because I wore
matching underwear for nothing.”
When asked about the event himself White said, “I
thought she’d like the show because she’s a political
science major. I even said a bunch of intellectual stuff to
impress her but she never got closer to me. I never got
the sign she wanted to hookup, you know? Guess she
isn’t into me.”

Attendees of the Caucasian Cultural Show enjoying some original EDM music
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WHAT’S HAPPENING
Movie on Netflix
Saturday, April 4 at 8 p.m.
Your Dorm Room
Concert for Old White People
Saturday, April 4 at 7 p.m.
Houghton Chapel
“Come Out in Public” Open Mic
Thursday, April. 2 at 7:30 p.m.
Café Hoop
Find a Boyfriend Trivia Night
Saturday, Apr. 4 at 8 p.m.
Trident Café
Hot Professor’s Intellectual Lecture
Wednesday Apr. 2 at 12:30 p.m.
Pendleton Atrium
Performance Your Friend Is In
Thursday, April. 2 at 6:30 p.m.
Alumnae Hall Ruth Nagel Jones Theatre
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Caucasian Cultural Show demonstrates cultural flair
of white students on campus
BY SHARVARI JOHARI ’17
Arts Editor

Feeling excluded from the cultural orgs on campus,
many white students on Wellesley’s campus have banded
together to put on a “Caucasian Cultural Show.”
“I’m tired of being excluded from culture-based orgs
on campus,” said Carly Jones, founder and organizer of
the Caucasian Cultural Show. “Its kind of racist that just
because I’m white I don’t get to show my own culture.”
The show featured many performances that Jones believed
perfectly exemplified Caucasian culture. The main
headliner was an amateur DJ from Bentley University,
Logan Anderson. Anderson’s personal musical inspiration
stems from other EDM artists including Skrillex, Girl Talk
and Avicii.
“I’m really trying to integrate more rap music into
my art,” Anderson said. “I just put an Eminem sample
in my latest mix.” Anderson, a native of Iowa, said that
he was happy to be included in the Caucasian Cultural
Show because it gave him a chance to share his music
with others. “I’m really just looking to create the sickest
bass drop possible,” Anderson said when asked about his
musical ambition.
After Anderson performed, organizer Jones led everyone
is a group discussion of Elizabeth Gilbert’s “Eat, Pray,
Love.” Martha Robinson, an attendee, mentioned how she
wished she could just leave Wellesley and fly around the

world to find herself.
“I’m totally a Buddhist,” Robinson said. “I do yoga
like every month.” The audiences mainly focused on how
beautiful the descriptions of monks were and how they
would also like to find a man who knew how to Salsa.
Next was a speech from motivational speaker Chelsea
Davis, who spoke about her charity trip to Africa. Davis
spoke of the innocence and desperation of the people of
that society and how she realized how selfish she was being
living in the United States. Her presentations included
pictures of her standing next to a well she built and next
to an exotic animal. Her favorite photo was her with some
African children which currently has 117 Facebook likes.
“I went to this village expecting to teach them,” Davis
said. “But they actually taught me!” When asked some
clarifying questions about the work she did in Africa, Davis
responded that she built a well and taught the children
some words in English. Davis ended her speech by saying
she would love to help more poor and starving people in
third-world countries and her future plans to travel to Asia.
The next performance was a cooking demonstration by
YouTube chef Jenny Peters on how to make a casserole.
Peters’ casserole dish included tuna fish, noodles and
Campbell’s Cream of Mushroom soup.
“It should really evoke feelings of being back home in
Minnesota,” Peters said. Peters mentioned that adding
potato chips would give a nice crunch to the mix but to
be careful with the black pepper as you don’t want the

casserole to get too spicy. Audience members could taste
a sample of Peters’ casserole along with samples of her
pillows with the phrase “Live, Laugh, Love” embroidered
on them with a picture of a barn.
The show wrapped up with country music cover band
“Wagon and a Pint,” who played covers of songs by the
likes of Miranda Lambert and Jason Aldean.
“I’ll die free in the South,” sang the band accompanied
by the audience who resided primarily in New England.
When asked why they chose primarily country songs,
Darren Williams, lead singer, responded, “It’s all about a
can of beer, your girl and a football game. That’s the life.”
When asked why she was all of the sudden feeling so
strongly about her race, Jones replied that after Ferguson
she felt like white people were being attacked.
“It sucks what happened there but it isn’t my fault.
Myself and all white people aren’t to blame because of
colonization and slavery. I didn’t do any of that. People
forget that white people struggle too. I almost didn’t get
into Wellesley because I’m not a minority. That isn’t fair!”
Jones mentioned that she also feels very strongly about her
cultural traditions. “I love St. Patrick’s Day because I’m
25 percent Irish,” said Jones.
Jones said she was very pleased with the success of the
show.
“Even though we’re a majority on campus, I think we
had our voice heard,” she said.
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SPORTS & WELLNESS
Why working out is the worst thing you can do
By ANNA CAHIL ’18
Sports & Wellness Editor

Rewind one week back to spring break. If you weren’t
somewhere warm, you were fantasizing about it, and all
that imagination led to some pretty ambitious post-spring
break resolutions. You realized that you have five weeks
to fix your grades, five weeks to find a summer job and
five weeks to get that beach body. Books could be written
about how fixing your grades and finding a job or an
internship suck, but we’ll stick with the last one. With
the warming temperatures, finding the energy to workout
should be easier and the longer days with more sunlight
will reduce the temptation to eat like a hibernating bear.
You got this.
As with any new endeavor, the first step is getting the
right clothes. You don’t want to look like a noob at the
gym, so after some online shopping, you gear up with a
pair of 5.0 Nike Frees, Beats earbuds, a flashy sports bra
that only you will know is flashy and some Lululemon
yoga pants for that post-workout compression.
Before you know it, you’re back at school and the time
to implement your new wardrobe has finally come. You
walk over towards the Dreadmills and at the last second
veer right for the bikes. Easier on the joints.
People usually use the example of cell phones when
they talk about how technology is ruining the human
experience and prying too far into our lives. Our
generation, sometimes called “the lonely generation,” is
attached to our phones, and even at the gym it’s hard to
find someone exercising that isn’t plugged into their iPod.
Maybe that is a little sad, but not as sad as the screen on
the bike machine telling you how many calories you’ve
burned, which increases so slowly that the number is
displayed to the hundreds place. Yeah, I’m pretty sure
technology is too invasive. The amount of calories you
burn, like your weight. (another value the machine asks
you to input), is an arbitrary number that is subject only
to individual discretion. You’re supposed to be able to
eat as many calories as you think you burned after your
workout. So needless to say, I could have done without
that advancement.
Nevertheless, it’s time for some post-workout
nourishment. As a true gym rat and autodidactic
nutritionist, you know that food is fuel. Eating is not
just an activity or a social break anymore; you need to

COURTESY OF IVY JIANG ’18

The sad view from the bike machine.
replenish your fluids, flush out the lactic acid and repair
those muscle fibers. That doesn’t mean eating only healthy
things, it means eating every healthy thing. Walking into
the dining hall, you grab a chicken breast with one hand,
add some hard boiled eggs with the other and pick up a
bowl of yogurt on your way to the drinks – got to hit the
protein to get those gains. You need electrolytes right now,
so you opt for the Powerade instead of water at the drink
dispenser. On your way out, you grab a bowl of pasta
because you’re a planner and it’s already time to carb load
for tomorrow’s workout. After you put your plates down,
you turn around and go back because you know what, you
did burn 57 calories — that warrants a brownie.
The next morning, you have to pick up your legs and

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
MINDY MIDTERM ’18
By KAT MALLARY ’17
Skipped Her Workout to Write This
Mindy Midterm is a first-year
member of the Wellesley College
study team. She started studying in
preschool, but just began competing
with the Blue this fall. She balances
her pre-med coursework with
a prospective double major in
economics
and
biochemistry,
and, for fun, enjoys visiting her
professors during their office hours.
Kat Mallary (K.M.): I know in
track there are different events
like sprints and hurdles. Does the
Wellesley study team also break
their competitions into separate
events?
Mindy Midterm (M.M.): Yes! My
favorite is the study marathon. I was
an all-nighter champ at my high
school so I’m excited to bring my
strengths to Wellesley. Especially
because I’m pre-med.
K.M.: How do you balance your
pre-med coursework with your time
on the team?
M.M.: Work-life balance is
important. I heard that once while
I was studying. I like to balance
my pre-med work with my second
major in economics so that I can
also go into finance. I’m thinking
about Boston Consulting Group
(BCG), but maybe Bain. McKinsey
is my fallback option. But I’m also
pre-med.
K.M.: Aren’t you a first year?
Never mind. Studying can be
strenuous: do you have any warmup exercises?

M.M.: I like to start off by
studying.
K.M.: But what do you do to
warm up before studying?
M.M.: I study. I just wake up
studying. It’s really convenient
when I wake up having fallen asleep
on my textbooks because I can just
pick up where I left off.
K.M.: Wow, that doesn’t
necessarily seem comfortable.
M.M.: Even falling asleep on
your keyboard can be comfortable
after a long day of studying.
Explaining to your professors why
you have QWERTY imprinted
backwards across your face is the
only uncomfortable part.
K.M.: How has being part of the
study team affected your Wellesley
experience?
M.M.: It’s given me more
motivation to succeed. We’re really
like a family. When we see each
other. Sometimes it’s hard to see
over the top of those cubicles in the
Science library.
K.M.: Are you close with your
teammates?
M.M.: Absolutely. But the mean
grade in 100 and 200 level courses
with ten or more students must not
be above a B+ or 3.33. Instructors
should submit a letter grade for all
students listed on the course grade
sheet (including students electing
the course credit/no credit.)

heave them over the side of your bed to hop down. Despite
the fact that you’re limping from soreness, you’ve never
felt so strong. No pain, no gain, right? However, taking the
stairs is not an option, and it would be reckless to try to
work out today. Those muscle fibers need to repair. Either
way, you’re wearing the comfortable new workout clothes
because fitness isn’t just what you do, it’s who you are. This
identity breakthrough brings you to a profound question:
if you’re wearing exercise clothes, are you exercising?
Did your walk to the science center just become cardio
recovery? If so, you just found your new workout routine,
which brings us back to today.
So here you are, a poorer, sorer, plumper and wiser
version of yourself, and you have the gym to thank for it.
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SPORTS & WELLNESS

College athletic department announces
reclassification to Division I

UPCOMING
MATCHES
Wednesday, April. 1
Tennis @ University of Rhode Island
10:30 a.m.
Softball vs. George Washington
University
4 p.m.
Friday, April 3
Lacrosse @ University of
Massachusetts
10:30 a.m.
Track and Field @ University of
Richmond Invitational
12 p.m.

Blue crew is one of the teams that will begin to compete in Division I.
By ANNA CAHILL ’18 and IVY JIANG ’18
Sports & Wellness Editor and Assistant Sports & Wellness Editor
After several dominant performances this year by Blue varsity
teams, including five Seven Sisters Championships earned
by volleyball, tennis, crew, cross country and swimming and
diving, the Wellesley College Athletic Department announced
on Tuesday, Mar. 31 during their annual nationally televised
press conference that all 14 of Wellesley’s varsity athletic teams
would be reclassified from Division III to Division I, effective
immediately.
Wellesley will join the Atlantic 10 athletic conference which
includes teams represented by the University of Massachusetts,
the University of Dayton, Davidson College, Virginia Commonwealth University and Fordham University.
According to the board of trustees, which is involved in funding many of Wellesley’s major Campus Renewal projects and
remodelings, the extensive Keohane Sports Center (KSC) renovations that took place throughout the first semester this year
were an early clue of Wellesley’s long time hope to compete in
Division I.
“Improving the KSC was a major step for the advancement
of our athletic program. Last fall, we initiated a dialogue with
the [Division] I reps over at the NCAA offices to look into
upgrading our division of competition, and they suggested that
we develop our athletic facilities to mirror those of other elite
schools such as the University of Kentucky, the University of
Connecticut and Duke University,” Wellesley Chairwoman of
Athletics Betsy Baller said. “This is a huge step for this institution. Not only are we the first school in NCAA history to move
directly from Division III to Division I, but we are the only
women’s college to ever compete in this elite class of athletic
competition.”

COURTESY OF ANNIE SCHNITZER ’18

The news was an unthinkable dream for the many Blue Pride
enthusiasts on campus and sparked rioting on Central Street
that featured the destruction of several high-end sports vehicles parked outside of Whole Foods. Despite this euphoria, a
few students thought that this reclassification would hinder the
college.
“Honestly, it’s about time for Wellesley’s academics to catch
up with the athletics. We’re just as competitive in the classroom
as we are on the court, and we rarely get credit for it. I don’t see
national press conferences for the experiments and papers of
students,” Brandy Bookworm said.
Despite this unpopular opinion, the vast majority of Wellesley
students fully support the decision to reclassify as a Division
I institution as they believe Wellesley’s Division III status
deterred them from engaging in the wild parties that often accompany “big-time” athletic programs.
“I am excited to witness this great change. We can finally
have those tailgating parties that other schools have been posting about on Instagram,” Susan Studious said.
A recent scientific poll showed that 99 percent of students
believe that in addition to the renovated KSC, more resources
should be allocated to the athletic department. An overwhelming majority stated that they wanted more than 67 percent of all
college funds to be spent on equipment, airfare and warm-ups
for athletic teams. Qualitative responses in the survey indicated
that many students would be willing to sacrifice the funding for
one dining hall in favor of freeing up resources for the athletic
department. More than half of all responses also wanted Wellesley to form its own varsity cheerleading squad. The squad will
hopefully come into fruition in the fall of 2015 and will definitely boost Blue pride at home and away events.
Wellesley lacrosse, softball and tennis will initiate Atlantic 10
competition this week.

Saturday, April 4
Track and Field @ University of
Richmond Invitational
12 p.m.

BY THE
NUMBERS

86

Percentage of students who would like
a varsity cheerleading squad

7/8

Fraction of the student body who
would be willing to pay more tuition
in order to increase funding for the
athletic department

99

Percentage of all students who
are satisfied with Wellesley’s
reclassification to D1.

THE SHE CORNER
By KATELYN CAMPBELL ’17
SHE Columnist

The SHE corner is a weekly forum in which Wellesley College Sexual Health Educators answer the campus’s burning questions about sex,
sexuality, menstruation and general reproductive health concerns.
Dear SHEs,
What is a “sex,” and where do I get one?
xoxo
Clitorally Clueless
Hi Clueless,
According to reproductive health expert and socialite Jessica Simpson, “Sex is when a man pees
on a woman.” Although “sexual” foreplay can take
many forms —penetration, stroking, heavy-petting, ordering Doritos Locos Tacos at Taco Bell
—be assured that true urinary “sex” can only occur
between a cis man and a cis woman.
“Sex” can be procured in a variety of fora —
public restrooms, your residence hall’s shower
(the two feet per shower rule is more of a challenge than the rule of law), or even the back of
your mom’s minivan! The possibilities are legion;
however, it is crucial that sexual practitioners

address various and sundry safety concerns prior to
participation.
First, it is of the utmost importance that all parties considering the option of “doing it” have properly consented to participate in sexual relations.
In order to properly solicit consent, one must first
submit a 12 page application for permission to the
desired partner’s parents three years in advance of
any “sexual” activity. Upon receiving the parental
blessing, the requesting party must file a notarized
affidavit with the “authorities.” (We have yet to
find out who these “authorities” are, but will get
back to you at a later date). Following the filing of
the affidavit, the requesting party should prepare
for the logistical aspects of “it” by marathoning
every instructional video Pam Stenzel has ever
released. My personal favorite: “The High Cost of
Free Love.” They might be long, boring, and a little uncomfortable, but trust that preparation makes
perfection: Your first time must be flawless!
If you still want to “do it” after the aforemen-

tioned rigamarole, you’ll probably be too exhausted to have much of a conversation with your partner. Instead, try lying on the floor while covered in
homemade sushi — à la Samantha Jones in “Sex
and the City” — until your partner arrives home
from work. They will undoubtedly be too overwhelmed with desire to think of any response other
than “yes.”
Once you’ve received consent to “do it,” it is
equally important that each party takes heavy
precautions to prevent any body parts from coming
into direct contact with those of the other person. We suggest full-body Saran wrap cocoons,
complemented by a heavy slathering of Nutella
lube. If you wear enough of both, it will almost
feel like you’re touching a real person! Still feeling
nervous? Try ingesting some Flaming Hot Cheetos
prior to engaging in coitus — they really take the
edge off, and will infuse your breath with a truly
smoldering aroma.

